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ABSTRACT common cause failure event for redundant trains was
included in the fault tree of applicable components. For

Common cause failures (CCFs) have been touted as redundancies higher than two, a conservative beta
one of the major contributors of plant risk due to its factor was used instead of distinguishing the failures of
pervasive nature and somewhat conservative different number of components (e.g. that used in the
approaches taken in most Probabilistic Risk Assessment Multiple Greek Letter approach). Generic values of
(PRA) studies. 'Me objectives of this study are twofold: common cause parameters (beta factors) listed in Table
First, to gain a better understanding on the impact of 3-7 of NUREG/CR-4780 were used in the study.
various CCF failure probability on the overall plant Components provided with beta factors included:
risk. Secondly, to appreciate the state-of-the-art CCF reactor trip breakers, diesel generators, motor-operated
modelling and data limitations for applications to a valves, safety/relief valves, check valves, pumps for
full-scale plant risk assessment. safety injection, RHR, containment spray, auxiliary

feedwater, and service water, chillers, and fans.
The sensitivity study of varying the CCF parameters
for different cases indicates that CCF data differences EPRI TR-1003822 updates the CCF analysis
based on the various cases commonly adopted in the methodology and database to provide a more complete
PRAs yield core damage fquency variations between delineation of component types and failure modes
8.5% to 25.6% of.the baseline case. It appears that while expanding coverage of plant operating
only if CCFs are guaranteed to occur, the core damage experience. Additional components included in the
frequency would change significantly, by expanded data base consist mainly of circuit breakers,
approximately a factor of 5. This suggests that component cooling water pumps, and finer
prevention of CCFs is more important than dwelling on classification of relief valves.
the analytical differences in the finer interpretation of
the operating experience to develop the CCF A unique feature of the CCF data analysis described
parameters. in Reference 2 is the reinterpretation of failure event in

light of plant-specific differences in design, operation,
METHODOLOGY common cause defenses, etc. However, this

reinterpretation of events for specific component
NUREG/CR-4780 I provides a framework for designs involves a considerable amount of judgment.

including the impact of CCFs in risk and reliability
evaluations. The framework comprises four major The next step involves adjustment for system size
stages: 1. System Logic Model Development 2 differences. Reference develops a set of rules and
Identification of Common Cause Component Groups 3 equations for changing the impact vectors of the
Common Cause Failure Modelling and Data Analysis original system to a corresponding set the system
4. System Quantification and Interpretation of Results. being analyzed. Once impact vectors have been
'Me framework and the methods discussed offer a assessed for all the events in the data base and
comprehensive way to treat the CCFs in a systematic customized for the system being analyzed, the
manner. For this study, a simplified approach was used equivalent number of events in each impact category
in performing the four steps of CCF analysis. A single (generic impact at a specific site) is calculated.
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If no plant-specific CCF operating experience is Case represents the upperbound of CCF
available, the "plant-specific generic impact factor is contribution to the risk and gives a core damage
added to a given prior, resulting in a plant specific frequency of 2.68E-4/Yr, approximately times that of
generic value. If plant-specific CCF operating the baseline results.
experience is available, the plant-specific information
can be added to the plant-specific generic value as a CONCLUSIONS
second update of the two-stage Bayesian update
process. The plant experience may be zero or a finite This study provides a cursory review of the state-
number of CCF events, together with a finite number of-the-art and limited applications of the selected
of independent events. Ile prior distributions of CCF aspects of CCF analysis methods and database. The
parameters were developed for various types of lack of readily available plant specific operating
components and failure modes by a team of experts. experience hinders the full scope application of the

state-of-the-art CCF analysis methodology. Qualitative
A one-stage Bayesian (i.e. no effort was made to review of the CCF event database, however, did

search for plant specific CCF events) was performed provide some insights into the CCF mechanisms.
for selected components including motor operated
valves MOVs) and motor driven pumps. The results of the sensitivity study of varying the

CCF parameters for different cases indicate that CCF
data differences based on the various cases commonly

RESULTS adopted in the PRAs yield core damage frequency
variations between 8.5% to 25.6% of the baseline

Five cases of various CCF parameter values were case. It appears that only if CCFs are guaranteed to
used to perform the sensitivity of plant level core occur, the core damage frequency would change
damage frequency to CC!F modelling and data. Table I significantly, by approximately a factor of 5. This
summarizes the results of the sensitivity study. Only suggests that the prevention of CCFs is more important
the CFs of emergency diesel generators, MVs and than dwelling on the analytical differences in the finer
motor driven pumps are included in this sensitivity interpretation of the operating experience to develop
study because of their relatively higher contribution to the CCF parameters.
core damage frequency.
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Case 2 is the baseline PRA, with a total core
damage frequency of 5.76E-5/Yr. Case I yields the
core damage frequency of 6.47E-5/Yr, approximately
8.5 irease over the baseline results.

Case 3 is based on the methodology described in
the previous section and yields a core damage
frequency of �.0513-5/Yr, approximately 13% reduction
from the baseline results.

Case 4 assumes that common cause failure
probability is zero and yields a core damage frequency
of 4.30E-5/Yr.
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Table 1. Summary of Differences of CCF parameters and Core Damage Frequency

Component Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 
NUREG/CR-4780 EPRI-TRIO0382

EDG: FTS 0.1 0.05 0.024 0.0 1.0
EDG: FTR 0.05 0.03

MOV 0.1 0.08 0.043 0.0 1.0

Motor 0.1 0.03; AFW SW 0.03 for all 0.0 1.0
Driven 0.17; HHSI pumps
Pumps 0. 1 1; RHR

0.05 CS

Core 6.47E-5 5.76E-5 5.05E-5 4.30E-5 2.68E-4
Damage
Frequency
per Year
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